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HE PURPOSE of this document is to provide a perspective on the use of computers
in education and to assist California educators with the design and implementation
of educational activities that encourage the effective and creative use of computers

and computer software throughout the school curriculum.
The document is organized in strands, each of which contains content that can be used to enhance

the educational program by teachers who are using computers in any area of the curriculum. Indeed,
the potential uses of the computer are far too diverse and exciting to propose that a computer
education course of study be implemented in isolation from other subjects.

Each of the six strands presented below presumes that all students should have the opportunity to
develop at least a basic core of skills needed to use computers for two important reasons:

The computer can be used as a powerful tool to enhance learning.
The computer wi!i !leve a pervasive impact on our information-based society and thus on. the life
ana career-of every iv t.

Schooling and the Ir. formation Age:
Computer Education Goals

This document makes the fundamental assumption
that the computer should be viewed as an essential
educational tool, one which can enhance student
learning at all levels and which can be used to expand
the scope of the curriculum in many innovative ways.
Thus, all students, Tegardiess of their socioeconomic

-status, ethnicity, gender, or general level of acade
achievenient, can benefit from, and should be expO
to, learning experiences with computers. This assump-
tion is made because a rapidly growing number of
teachers and administrat?: ith valuable assistance
from individuals in the . ...nputer industry, have
demonstrated that computers (and the expanding
array of computer-based peripheral equipment and
educational software) can be used in effective ways to
enrich the school curriculum and to promote student
excitement and success with learning in preparation'
for life and careeri.

This assumption also serves as the basis for the fol-
lowing goals, which should be part of every effort to
incorpcfrate computers into die schools' curriculum:

Computers should be integrated as learning tools
throughout' the curriculum in each subject area

6

consistent %Kith the overall educational goals of
the school aria-district.
Computers should be utilized in programs that
prepare students for jobs and occupations that
are either affected by or centered on the use of
computers.
Extensive hands-on computer experience should
be provided for all students at all grade levels.
The most effective learning experiences will be
thoie structured so that the student has control
of the computer and the way in which informa-
tion is handled; the computer should not be used
primarily as an electronic text which provides
information to the student.
At an informal level all studenti should acquire
some fundamental programming skills.
Teachers at every level and in all subject areas
should recognize and take advantage of the
computer as a powerful and concrete device for
teaching critical- thinking and problem-solving
skills. it

The Information Age and Computers te.

A second major assumption of this document Is
that all students must be prepared to utilize computers
in order to take full advantage of the rapid technolog-



ical changes occurring in the workplace and the home.
It is apparent that our seociev is moving fast into the

4 information age. The computer will be an increasingly
dominant tool as tills transformatiofltakes place, just
as other -tools, such as the wheel and the printing
press, were vital to fundamental in in the past.

The manner in which informalion is processed in
business, industry, and agriculture has been revolu-
tionized by the computer. making the occup4tional
and career implications Of.. computers an important
area to be addressed in curriculftm developmeni. At
the consumer level an increasing number or homes
already have infOrmation centers; our means of trans-
portation are increasingly controlled by computer sys-
tems; and most of our basic material needs (shopping,
communications, medical care, financial transactions,
and so on) are already undeitaken with the assistance
of computers. Future applications likely will have an
even more profound impact on all of us.

CurricularStrands
This document is organized into six major strands:
I. Operation of Computer Systems
2. Computer-Assisted Learning (CAL)
13. Coniputer Applications
4. Problem Solving with Computers
5. Computer Science .
6. Societal Impact of Computers
While students will develop different levels of

expertise, prior to graduation all students should be
expected to master a basic core of skills in using com-
puters. Thus, each strand identifies a basic core of
skills. In -*addition, a few strands identify skills for

. more motivated or proficient students who would
benefit from The acquiSition of more advanced skills
and concepts.

Each strand Was a rationale that explainsimpOrtant
fses of computers or presents general knowledge
about computers. Examples of learning activities are
included in most strands to clarify the intent of the
content. Since students will be ready to learn particu-
lar skills and benefit from a variety of activities at
different, times, these examples are not suggested for
use at a particular grade level.

These strands should be presented in a parallel
fashion, so that a given use of computers will address
skills and )cnowledge from several strands. For exam-
ple, learning a programming language in third grade
involves skills presented in the operation of the com-
puter systems strand, the problem solving with com-
puters strand, and the computer applications strand.

Finally, while the strands give emphasis to the use
of the, computej.as a learnipg tool, the computer will

2

also be an Object of instruction; that is, atte tion will
be given to the. computer, its history, howN. *works,
how it can be used to perforin useful tasks, and a
discussion of the need to protect against misuses- of
the computer.,The potential career implications of the
computer also need to be considered.

0, Integration of Computer Education
As previously stated, the purpose of this do. ument

is tp assist educators in designing computer activities
that are integrated across the curriculum. In develop-
ing curriculum plans, educators must 'recognize the
need for flexibility, particularly as understanding
grows about how best to use computers an what
types of software are most appropriate and effective in
the learning process.

Computei-education curriculum plans should rec-
ognize that the needs of students at different levels will
change as current programs begin to have an impact.
For example, in a number of districts subject matter
considered suitable only at the high school level five
years ago is now introduced at the junior high school
level and likely will be used routinely in the elemen-
tary grades within the next fet years. In other districts
current limitations in equipment and software may
require schools to focus initial services on a particular
grade level or a particular curricular area. In such
situations, as additional equipment is acquired, expan-
sion into other subjects and oto additional students
should be managed in planned stages.

In addition, the potential uses of computers are
expinding almost daily because of new developments
in hardware and a growing array of well-designed
software. With training and experience, leachers are
developing increasingly sophisticated uses.for existing
applications software (word processors, programming
languages, research and analysis tools such as spread-
sheets and database managers, lesson-authoring sys-
tems, and student-information management systems).
Thus, the, skills toff be acquired by students and the
teaching strategies and techniques used by ,teachers
that take advantage of these rich new resources will
have to be reassessed regularly by each district' and
school.

This document does not specifically define compu-
ter literacy. Rather, by laying out a broad array.of
skills and knowledge, tits document covers all the top-
ics that edlild be considered under the rubric of com-
puter literacy. Anyone wishing to design a computer
literacy program may find all the relevant information
here. Those wishing to design educational uses of the
computer without using the term computer literacy
can also find the relevant content in this document.
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An ambitious ad difficult agenda for California
schools is presented, one that is designed tovemain
relevant, (F a tiuMber of years. Implementing the
ideas contained !sere will, be a long and scImetimes
difficult effort and will require substantial curriculum
planning and development. However, these 'aevelop-
mental efforts should ndt focus solely on computers..
They must reflect the educationlil goals and priorities
of each district and _..schceol, other ongoing curriculum
reform effor4, and' what k known about effective
teaching and learning. Comptiters should be.used to
further the o erall educational puttiose of a school,

.not be adapt merely as an "add on" project. .

Implenten tion plans should reflect the educa-
tional goals and expected learner outcomes specified
in any master plan a district may develop. At the

to,

classroom level specific unit objectives that incorpo-
rate computers in the curriculum should also reflect
district goals.

Implementation limes
The scope of this document does not permit a dis-

. eussion of the critical issues of hardWare and software
selection: nogdoes it consider the strengths arfd weak-
nesses of thi various options for utilizing hardware
(such as a laboratory versus placing computers in each
classroom). A variety of other documents, including a
number of computer education journals, piovide this
type of inforntation, The curriculum development
efforts described above, though important, will not be
successfuhvithout a commensurate effort in the train-
ing of staff to use computers in the school effectively.

8
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HE OPERATION of the computer systems strand deals with skills and knowledge
students require in 'order to operate a computer system successfully and safely. It is
important that,the content of this strand be taught in a hatids-on fashion in conjunc-

tion with the study of material from other strands. In this manner young students should be learning
to.identify and use alphabetic and numeric keys in the context of using instructional software or a
simple programming language. These experiences should begin as early as ossible in a student's'
educational career, preferably in the primary grades.

This strand is about computer hardware, software,
and functions. While the specific ways of using a.
computer vary from system to system, students should
learn that the basic functions listed heie are available
on any system. Perhaps this car) be best accomplished
by ensuring that students he the opportunity to
work with a wide range of hardware and software
during their educational careers. The computer sys-
tems strand includes:

I. Keyboarding Skills
a. I Identify, and use aliphateand numeric

' keys.
b. Identify and use common special-purpose

keys such as RESET, BREAK, ESC, RETURN,
ENTkR,.RUBDIUT, DELETE.

c. hic- irj) and use function keys appropriately.
IdaVy and use numeric keypads.

e. DevElop keyboarding skills at the tech con-
trol level (touch typing).

2. System Cpiponents
a. Describe the purpose of the major compt-

:lents of a computer 'system and their inter-
relationships:, 410

(1) The comPuter. random acbess menigry
(RAM), read-only memory (ROM), and
central processing unit (CPU), nyather
board, slots, integrated circuits, and cir-
cuit boards .

(2) Input/output devices: keyboard, monitor
or TV, light pen, graphics tablej, voice
synthesizer, modem, music synthesizer,

4

matrix printer, letter-quality printer, joy-
- sticks, paddles, robots

(3) Storage devices: cassette, floppy disk,
hard disk, video diAk

(4) Locil- and wide-area networks and tele-
communications systems

3. Computer Operations
1.0*. Demorfstrate the proper care of software and

hardware.
b. Perform the following tasks with software:

load. list, erase, copy, stop, break, continue.
.c. Respond appropriately to system error mes-

sages.

4. Computer Applications
Computer application are prelented in a sub-

stantive manner in the next strand. The applica-
tions listed here may be introduced in a general
way before actual hands-on experience is pro-
vided:
a. Describe the characteristics and uses of a var-

iety of procedural programming languages.
b. Describe the characteristics and uses of appli-

cations programs and nonprocedural lan-
guages such as:
(l)' Spreadsheets
(2) Database and file managers
(3) Weird processors
(4) Bulletin boards

. (5) Electronic mail
(6) Simulations and games
(7) Music synthesizers
(3) Graphics generation programs



Computer-Assigted Learning

OMPUTER-ASSISTED learning (CAL) is. the most comtnon computer application
in schools tpday, and CAL materials are frequently, placed in one of three broad
categories: drill and practice, tutorials, and simulations. While these categories are

not mutually exclusive, they represent an increasing level of student control over the computer and
the edUcational material being prese They also represent increasing opportunities for students to
learn and apply Critical-thinking d problem- solving skills. Ideally, all students shoud haiie expe-
rience with all types of CAL, wh e appropriate, throughout the curriculum:
.4%

I. Drill and practice programs are designed to rein-
force and/ or remediate.previously learned skills
and knowledge: They are electronic versions of
wor sheets that can proyide immediate feed-.
ba to the student and provide harder or easier
le Is of drill in response to student perfor-
ma ce. Many drill and practice programs also
provideli student management component"that
keepstsic of student performance and reports
it to the tea her.

2. Tutorials are designed to teach new erial in a
mannertimilar to a teacher workin ne-ort-one,
usually through a Socratic-like dialogue.

;Simulations aq.conipmer-based models of real-
v fit; events that 'alloethe student control over,

certain variables and provide ways of testing
hypotheses about those variables. They provide
a Method If conduCing experiments; such as
those in chemistry, without the' need for a labo-
ratory, equipment, and chemicals. Ober simulak
tions allow'students to-become involved in his-

torical events or to simulate actual business
operations.

Another frequently described category of CAL is
educational games. Rather than being a distinct cate-
gory, however, educw.ional games are more of a pre-,
sentation strategy. Any of the three types of, CAL
described above can be in a game format to add moti-
vation for its completion.

However well designed computer-assisted-instruc-
tion software may be, and whatever level dr control it
appears to provide the student over the educational
content, the underlying models being used and the
range of responses possible have been predetermined
by the author. Thii is in contrast to the use df the

,computer.applications described in the next §trand,
where the studfint has increasingly greater .contror I
over the knoWiedge being acquired and the method of
acquiring it. While hard to prove, there appears to'be
an intrinsic appeal to the concept that as student con-
trol:increases, the benefit of the learning experience
with computers is enhanced.
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HE COM PUTER'Oplications strand deals With a variety of applications of con pu-.
ter technology: word processing, manipulation of datand inforritation in data bases,
retrieval of information, 'elettronic spreadsheets, .and -programmlict of languages.

Perham the single most important .criterion for,the suCcessfill introduction to cOmpliar applicatious
is the amount of time a student actually spends working with computer *applications to solve prob-
lems. Students can 'be passive learnets, essentially responding only io the presentation, style, and
content its a particular application. .flowever, students can learwmore'effectiVely by serving as active
partners in an application, ,.deciding 'which information to work with and what manipulations to
perform on it and then instructing The compute) how to do the manipulation. These applications also
-provide opportunities for the development ora wide range of critical- thinking and problerri-solving ,

skills.

iv ,

As -the sophistication .of computers and software
groWs, it becomes increasingly difficult to classify cer-

. tain software- as an applicatiolprogram or as a pro-
gramming language. Indgener Pa pilicarlon programs
are referred to as nonfrocedural languages, ,While

. application prograiiiiThave large vocabularies, they
-,may be used to solve only a particular type of rob-
tem. A data-base manager, for example, is desi et) to
manipulate large quantities' of data, to chiang them,
add to them, and to retrieve 'them.' But a data-base
manager. is not an appropriate tool for managing the
production of a large quantity of text, such .as.this
document." .-

.

Procedural languages, in contrast., are very flexible
in their use. A pattiqular procedural language might

, be suitable for deVeloping such diverSe applications as
- taaisse,manager, a word processor, or computer-

aiti4tcd-letirnipg materials. A .vital skill for students to
learn"is the select* of an appropriate language,

. procedural or ffonprocedural, for solving the prob-
lem on which theylire.working.

As shown in Figure 1, the use of the computer in an
educational settintc,on be plated on .a continuum
from computer- assisted learning .-(CAL) to formal

'computer progritmmiolg (with procedural languages),
with applications programs (nonprocedural languages),
such as word processors,, electronic spreadsheets,
data-base managers, and information retrieval sys-
tems, in the center. UnderlYilig this continuum is the

O

idea of student control over the computer. Within
. CAL, drill' and practice represent an actiVisy in which

the student has little or no control over content or
presentation 'strategies, and the student tends to be a
passive receptor of informatiOn. ForMal prigram-,
ming, on the other hand, puts the student 4nore fully
in control of the cotnputer and its operation, because

. the student clecides what the computer will do and
what information it willuse. Other types of applica-
tion lie between these extremes of control. The level of
control depends on the specific applicatjon.

Traditionally; most of the ase of computers in
schools has, been concentrated at either-end of the
continuum, as there was little suitable softWare in the
middle.. As more applicatiotf programs suitable for
use in schools Mid simulation programs designed spe-
cifically to encourage' student control become avail-
able, they willincrease the opportunities for substan-
tive use of computers throughout the curriculum.

Students shoujd have. experiences Oth computer
applications in'a wide variety of subject areas. all of
which can ne enriched ;through the appropriate use of
the computer. Given a creative and cooperative situa-
tion among 'teachers, students in a programming class
could develop and,maintain a data base and reporting
scheme for the athletics department or prepare educa-
tional games for lower grades. In addition to learning,
the specifics of an application' or programming lan-
guage, students taking part inthese activities will have

6
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the oppdrtunity for developing and applying a range
of critical- thinking and problem- salving skills across
cujriculum areas..

. In- each of the general classes of application de-
scribed in this seetiod, there is a broad range of skills
to he taught, and the software that-can be,used ranges
f roth the relatively simple to the very complex. The
particular subject areas to which an .application. is
applied andihe specific software that will be usedwill
depend on the level of sophistication of the teacher
and the level of developthent of theltudents.

.WON/Processing
- Word processors are achieving considerable success

as an hid in teaching writing bee use they provide the
, opportunity to focus on the creative aspects,-of writ -

'ing, such as putting ideas on paper and then editing
them without rewriting each draft by hand. Students
can therefore experiment more freely with organizing

. and editing their writing. This opportunity is an,
important factor in producing quality writing.

As hardware becomes c,heaper and more prevalent
in schools, word processing s ould become a readily
available tool to be used for ignments in all subject
areas.

The specc word processing skills to be learned
include:

I. Touch typing skills
2. Text entry
3. Text editing (insert, delete, block move, block

copy, block delete, search, and replace)
4. Use of spelling checkers
5. File handling (save, copy, delete, msrge, append)
6. Print formatling (headers, footers, underline,

font styles,' subscripts,' superscripts')
7. Preparation of formletters with variables'
8.- Integration of word processors and data-base

managers'

!For the more motivated or proficteht student.

.
Electionic Spreadsheets ,

Electronic spreadsheets, which were originally devel-
oped to assist with financial forecasting, can be used
in a number of subject areas in addition to business
education. For example, in a class project, heights,
weights, and ages can be entered on a 44zadsheet,
each quarter and the data manipulated.to testitooth-
eses about the relationships among these variables. In
social studies a spreadsheet can be used to record and
manipulate census dat4 gathered by the class; either
from a field research effb,it or from government sourc-
es: financial planning for a bake sale can 'also be
done on a spreadsheet. With these figures students can
test hypotheses about the relationso:ps among ex-
penses, prices, and profitS.

The specific spreadsheet skills to be learned include:
I. Use of established -spreadsheets to answer What

if ? queettions and to tesehOotheses
2. DeSign olf spi-eadsh vtformats
3. lise.of formatting commands Icopy., delete, insert,

globil versus local formats,. row and column de-
scriptors, table definition)!

4. Use of data entry commandS
5. Construction of forthulas

a. Makhematical functions
b. Logical functions'
c. Finanaial functions (present, value,

ind so oily
6. Report formatting and printing
7. Spreadsheet file handling (delete, save, copy;

merge)

In addition to these specific skills, use of spread-
sheets also provides opportunities for learning general
communication,' problem-solving, and occupational
skills, sti,h as:

I. Reading and undpWandingdocumentation
2 Creating docurnintation

!For the more motivated or proficient student
t110

Applicationiprobrams
Computer- oid processors
assisted -learlc spreadsheets

instruction

. ijIIIIIPPF-7
Restricted interaction '4
(Computer in control).*

Formal
computer

4 programming
4ta- managers (procedural
,onprocedural languages) larlguagos)

Structured
interaction

Intermediate control

Fig. 1. Computer use and student control

12

Free interaction
(Student in control)
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3. Adhering to useful and appropriate conventions
4. Collecting, organizing, analyzing, and interpret-

ing data
5. Testing hypotheses
6. Estimating 2nd approximating
7. Recognizing that results are only as good as the

initial data and the model used to analyze them

Data-Base Managers
The ability to retrieve data in usable form is an

increasingly important skill. The ability to collect,
organize, analyze, and interpret data has widespread
application across curriculum areas. It is also an
important problem-solving skill in its own right.

For example, students could gather insects, research
the data on them, and then enter the information into
a data file. The information recorded for a specimen
might include its family and order, color, place usu-
ally found, time of day found, and of food pre-
ferred. Students could then develop . : e hypotheses
about insects and their en_vironnient and could use the
data file to generate empirical information to test
those hypotheses.

Students could also be responsible for setting up
and maintaining data bases, such as names, addresses,
and telephone numbers of the class or the class library
and its checkoqt system. Maintenance of data and
statistics for athletic events is an application that is of
uito the whole school community and could be done
as part of a regular class or as an extracurricular
activity.

The specific data-base management skills to be
learned include:

I. File design
a. Fields: alphabetic, numeric, alphanumeric,

fixed length, and variable length
b. Records --fixed and variable length
c. Sequential and random access files'

2. Use and design of data entry formats
3. File handling

a. Save, delete, copy, revise, sort, merge, append
b. Use of multiple files' .

4. Report design and specification
5. Production of form letters'
6. Access to public and subscriber data bases

In addition to these specific skills, the use of data-
base managers also provides opportunities for learn-
ing general, communication, problem-solving, and
occupational skills such as:

1. Using language precisely.
2. Reading and understanding documentation

For the more roptivsued or proficient student.

3. Creating documentation
4. Adhering to useful conventions
S. Colle ting, organizing, analyzing, and interpret-

ing data
6. Checking re 'ability and currency of data
7. Controlling, owning, and protecting privacy of

data
8. Testing hypotheses
9. Estimating and approximating

Programming
The application offering the highest level of user

control over the computer is programming it to per-
form some worthwhile task. Programming puts the
stadent in charge of the computer, providing a sense
of power and accomplishment and enhancing self-
esteem. In addition, programming may be an effective
way to teach critical-thinking, problem-solving, and
communication skills. These are important reasons
for all students to acquire, at least at an informal level,
some fundamental concepts of programming. How-
ever, not all students need to be taught programming
in the formal sense.

Students should be provided with the opportunity
to combine their knowledge of programming with
that of some other content area. In mathematics and
science the opportunities to do so are' .rather obvious,
but they exist in other areas too. For example, stu-
dents could write instructional materials for younger
students. Such an exercise requires a thorough under-
standing of the subject matter to be programmed,
some understanding of teaching strategies, and the
ability to program in an appropriate language.

Students canalso program a game such as ticktack-
toe and are thereby free to use their creative abilities
to make games of interest for their peers. Learning to
program a robot can be an excellent introduction to
both programming and geometry. In the fine arts,
students can program both sound and graphics, again
allowing for individual creativity. Students should
also be given opportunities to write practical and use-
ful programs for their own use and the use of their
peers. For example, a program can be written to select
at random one name from a list of volunteers entered
through the keyboard or a program to maintain the
inventory in the science laboratory.

When given as group assignments, such projects not
only develop good programming skills but also foster
cooperation, interpersonal relationships, and precise
communication. In addition to providing these bene-
fits to students, these projects foster cooperation
among teachers in different content areas. In design-
ing activities for teaching programming, it is impor-
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taut that examples. from mathematics and science be
used sparingly. In a school with a full-fledged compu-
ter component, programming examples should come
from ail subject matters, and the design of appropriate
activities should be a cooperative venture between
disciplines. Thus, just as ethical issues of computing
should be dealt with in social studies, so can simple
problems from social studies be solved in a program-
ming class.

Students could be introduced to programming first
informally and later, as appropriate, in a formal
fashion. The informal approach focuses on the stu-
dents' using a computer to solve a variety of graphics
and word problems in the context of problem solving
or learning to "think about thinking." At an early
stage students should be encouraged to experiment
with suitable languages and a variety of problem-
solving strategies.

For example, in an assignment to use a suitable
programming language to create a picture containing
a house, a tree, some flowers, a lawn, and the sky,
students can adopt a number of strategies for complet-
ing it. Some students will carefully plan everything
before working at the computer; others will go
directly to the computer and begin creating parts of
the picture, moving them about, changing size and
shape until a pleasing effect is created. A majority
might plan a small part of the assignment, write a
program to accomplish it, plan a little more and pro-
gram it, and so on until the assignment is completed.
The "doers" are responding to the assignment in a
concrete way, while the "planners" are approaching
the problem in a more abstract manner. The impor-
tant learning' activity here is thinking about how to get
the task accomplished and experimenting with var-
ious strategies because the picture itself could be more
readily drawn without a computer or with a computer
and a graphics tablet.

The formal approach to computer programming
builds on the :nformal and deals with critical-thinking
and problem-solving skills in a more rigorous and
deliberate way. The focus is on learning these skills

and their relationships to each other as abstract ideas.
They are illustrated with more complex problems,
perhaps using languages that are new to the student.

In addition to producing the picture described in
the preceding paragraph, the task at the formal pro-
gramming level might be to write an outline that
shows theNttructure of a program in sufficient detail so
that the program could be written by. the author or by
several different people. Formal programming skills
may not be necessary for every student; and when
teachers examine the educational uses of computers,
they should consider tlie total curriculum and the
wide range of student abilities, interests, and career
goals.

The set of programming skills that may be taught
are primarily language-independent, although some
are not possible at all in some languages and others
are much easier in some languages than in others. The
specifid programming skills to be learned are the abil-
ities to:

I. Accept and use input from the keyboard, data
files,' and peripheral devices, such as light pens
arwi joysticks.'

2. Define and produce output in text, graphics,
sound, and robot actions.

3. Define and use simple procedures and subrou-
tines.

4. Use control structures for simple iterations
(loops and recursions) and choices (branches).

5. Define and use numeric mid string variables.
6. Use arithmetic operators.
7. Use Boolean operators and expressions.'
8. Design and use sequential and random data

files.'
9. Design and use numeric and string arrays.

10. Design appropriate error trapping routines.

The order in which these skills should be introduced
will clearly depend on the sophistication of the
teacher, the experience level of the students, and the
languages available in the classroom.

For the more mothated or proficient utient
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Problem Sabring with Computers

OMPUTERS ARE not only tools for problem solving but also excellent tools for
acquiring critical-thinking and communicatioilskills. They offer the learner concrete
experience with realistic situations in which problems can be formulated and solved

with the use of a variety of thinking and communication skills. For this increasingly critical dimension
of the curriculum, the software employed will usually range from simulations to application languages
to procedural languages.

This strand describes various thinking and communication skills which can be used to solve
problems and which can be taught with the use of computer applications and programming
languages.

Thinking Skills
Each of the following critical-thinking and problem-

solving skills is important in its own right in many
situations throughout the curriculum. Both program-
ming and compute; applications provide excellent
vehicles for teaching and practicing these skills.

Describing the Problem
A critical first step in solving any problem is being

sure that it is understood clearly enough to know
when an acceptable solution is reached. Being able to
describe it to the satisfaction of the person posing the
problem is one way of checking that the problem is
understood. In real situations the problems do not
arise already formulated. More, typically, one must
analyze ana evaluate the situation to discover the
problem. Students can develop the skills needed to
discc 'er and formulate problems by working through
assignments which define situations rather than
through prepaCkaged problems.

Breeldng Down the Problem
Once the problem has been clearly understood, the

next step is to break it down into manageable pieces.
Callcd top-down design, this powerful problem-solving
procedure is applicable in many areas of human
endeavor. The principle involves taking the problem,
which might appear unmanageable, and breaking it
dow. into a series of simpler subtasks. Each subtask
cm then, if still too complex, be broken down into
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still smaller steps. This process can be continued until
the problem remaining at each step is either simple
enough to be analyzed and solved or has a known
solution.

For example, a research project might be brokenIdown nto four major stages; data gathering; data
verifi tion and organization; data analysis; and report
writing. Data gathering might then be further broken
down into designing the data collection form or
instrument, selecting the sample to be surveyed or the
information sources to be searched, and collecting' the
information. In a programming assignment each sub-
task then becomes a subroutine or procedure in the
final solution.

Students may also be introduced to this breaking-
into-manageable-parts technique for a wide variety of
problems that are not computer-related. Noncomputer-
related activities can be used to introduce the concept
before it is used with any particular computer applica-
tion.

Students may be asked to plan their "back to school
night" classroom activities by taking the overall event
and breaking it down into small, manageable pieces.
Although the event in its entirety may seem difficult
and unmanageable, everyone can accomplish some
essential task that makes the whole event a success
when it is broken down into small pieces (make the
lemonade, put up art work, arrange the desks, and so
on).

An outline of the activity is an excellent way to
show the top-down nature of the solution. Drawing
diagrams to show how the parts of the solution are
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related to one another and to the whole can also be a
useful technique. Whatever method is used to record
the solution, great emphasis should be placed on mak-
ing it simple and easy to follow.

Developing t Inns

An algorithm is a list of instructions or a recipe for
performing some task. Most complex tasks involve
developing an algorithm, or series of algorithms, that
will lead to their successful completion.

Everyday life is full of algorithms: the directions fbr
getting from home to school, the recipe for making
cheesecake, and the instructions for disassembling a
carburetor. Two important lessons arise from focus-
ing on the use of algorithms. First, when developing
an algorithm that is to be used to accomplish a new
task, the developer must be specific, and the algorithm
must not contain ambiguities.

Secondly, there is frequently morthan one way to
accomplish a task. People cai. become more efficient
alit effective in the conduct of their lives by building a
library, or tool kit, tri algorithms that can be used to
avoid reinventing solutions to recurring problems.
Since algorithms are so prevalent, many opportunities
for developing and using them exist. Examples are
preparing recipes; giving directions on how to get
from one place to another, and writing instructions
for checking out books from the library.

Anticipating Outcomes and Finding
Unforeseen Results

As the various subparts of the overall solution are
designed, it is important to test each subpart to see not
only what happens when all goes according to plan,
but also what will happen when the unusual occurs.
Thus, the plan for a school's open house should
address questions such as, "What if three peoplettarne
with every 'student in the class?" if the planning is
based on two, and, "What shall we do if it rains?" if
some events are scheduled to take place outside.

In informal programming with a graphics language
or with a robot, students should be encouraged to get
up and walk around to simulate the action of the
computer or the robot at all phases of program
design. Part of the testing of their ideas should involve
seeing what happens if, for example, unexpectedly
large or small values for variables are given to a sub-
routine or procedure. Will it fail, or will it merely
produce an unexpected consequence? Students may
also design a program that produces a short instruc-
tional sequence. For each question asked, the students
should anticipate at least two versions of the correct
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'response and at least one incorrect response so that
differential feedback may be given to the learner.

Generalizing a Problem Solution

An important ability related to breaking a problem
into manageable par is that of being able to general-
ize from the solution of one problem to the solution of
another seemingly different problem. The ultimate
success of the breaking-down strategy depends on the
potential for arriving at subparts for Which solutions
exist or solutions can be easily generated. Students
should be encouraged to build libraries or tool kits of
various solutions that can be used in the future.

Students learning programming should describe in
of notebook each subroutine or procedure they develop.
The description should include why each was devel-
oped, exactly what it does, and what some future uses
might be. Similarly, if students have used A data-base
manager to support a particular learning activity, stu-
dents should record how data were gathered and what
features of the
tematic and del
vent0g, the wh

ata-base manager were used. A sys-
rate teaching of how to avoid "min-
t should stand students in good

stead in many subject matterltreas.

Testing and Debugging

Once the procedures or subparts of a problein have
been designed, it is necessary to test them to be sure
that they do exactly what they were designed to do. In
programming, because procedures and subroutines
rarely work the first time, the process known as
"debugging" must be used. Models in an electronic
spreadsheet must also be tested to be sure they pro-
duce the correct results. To debug successfully, one
must first develop a hypothesis about what went
wrong. Once a hypothesis is developed, it must be
tested. This involves deciding what test to use, what
input to give the procedure or financial rr Ida and
what output to expect from it.

Setting up hypotheses and tests involves the impor-
tant skills of estimation and approximation. For
example, if a programming routine that is to add
together two numbers gives a result of five when
given the numbers five and ten as input, it is safe to
assume there is a bug in the procedure. It may be
one of at least two errors: (1) subtraction is performed
rather than addition; or (2) only the ones-digit portion
of the result is printed as output. Hypothesizing that it
is the first problem, the student makes up some exam-
ples and the output is calculated, assuming the proce-
dure was subtracting instead of adding. Then the
examples are run through the procedure to see if the
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predicted output is produced. If it is, then the error in
the procedure is almost certainly discovered.

Communication Skills
The ability to communicate clearly is a key skill for

all students. Working with computers and application
programs provides opportunities for learning to com-
municate with the computer and with other people.

The very nature of computers makes communica-
tion skills of paramount importance. Computers
require very precise use of language because they can-
not discern meaning from half-formed sentences,
intonation, body language, and so on. Once the crea-
tive part of using an application programdesigning
the solution strategyis completed, another impor-
tant skill is required. The solution strategy has to be
described in very precise terms, using the codes and
conventions of the particular application or pro-
gramming language and computer.

Errois in communication with a computer fall into
two broad categories, lexical and syntactic. Lexical

errors involve using words that the computer does not
have in its vocabulary. Syntactic errors involve words
that the computer recognizes but that are out of con-
text or in an order that make no sense to the compu-
ter. These two are common errors in verbal communi-
cation also. Through' interaction with different pro-
gramming languages, students will come to recognize
that to communicate well in any' subject area, it is
necessary to adhere to the vocabulary and conven-
tions of that subject.

Communications with other people gre important
in all computer applications. In programming, to be
sure that the problem to be solved by the program is
clearly understood, the programmer and the person
desiring the program must communicate clearly. When
the prograM Sias been completed, it is important to
write documentation that explains in very clear terms
how it works and how to use it. Students should also
be encouraged to work together on most applications,
to share ideas and techniques, and to build the vital
skill of cooperation.

7
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er cience

HIS STRAND, computer science, describes content that is most likely not suitable
. for most students and should be offered as an elective. In general, it would be taught
in a formal computer science course. It is important to point out, however, that much

of this material overlaps that in other strands. The material from the computeiscience strand that is
taught to any specific group of students should be.dependent on their skills and interests, not'on some
kind of arbitrary division of content.

The specific computer science skills and knowledge
to be learned by the more motivated or proficient
student include:

1. Evaluate the use of, and . differences between,
procedural and nonprocedural languages, assem-
bly and machine languages, compilers and
interpreters.

2. Understand number syitems used jn compu-
ters.

3. Evaluate and use various data representation
schemes.
Surrimarize data storage and access techniques
for memory and disks.

4

5. Understand the basic architecture of compu-
ters.

6. Understand elementary electronic circuit design
principles.

7. Apply Boolean algebra appropriately to the
solution of problems.

8. Design, write, and debug an application pro-
gram in a procedvral language.

9. Apply specialized techniques such as sorts,
searches, error trapping and recovery, and so
on' to the solution of a programming problem.

10. Understand the job ma?ket opportunities in
computer-centered occupations related to pro-
gramming.
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Societal impact of Computers

AV

HIS STRAND, the societal impact of computers, should also be coverer a wide
variety of settings and subject miter. While the proposed content of this std' nd is .

computer-related, it cuts across subject matter; the major tqpics of study haye been
chosen torreilect this fact. Many ofthese topics will have greater impact and relevance rhetiaealt with
in conjunctItsn'with some specific hands-on experiences with computers than they will have if dealt
with in isolation. For example, while the ethical considerations surrounding software copyright
should clearly be dealt with directly in the context of computer use, they also have a place in social
studies units devoted.to societal ethics in general and in business education.

The use of computers influences many areas, espe-
cially the following:

1. Ethics and Values
a. Evaluate the implicationsof copyright laws.
b. Evaluate ways ifs which access to computer

systems and data bases can be protected.
c. Interpret the issues surrounding the owner-

ship, control, and accuracy of information.
d. Summarize thf arguments for providing pub-

lic access to informaiton and for protecting
individuals from invasion of privacy.

e. Predict ways in which computers may elimi-
nate jobs and change job skills and evaluate
the effects of these changes on society.

f. Describe ways in which computers can be
used to commit crimes, and evaluate security
measures designed to protect computers and
the-Information they contain.

2. Impact of Computes Technology on Lives and Careers
a. Predict ways in which computers and related

technology will be used in the home.
b. Predict ways in which computers and related

technology dan be used in schools.
c. Predict ways in which computers and related

technology will aired personal transactions
such as shopping, banking, telephoning, and
so on.

d. Predict ways in which computers will be used
in manufacturing, fanning, merchandising,
banki g, and so on.

e. Predict ways in which professionals such as
managers, lawyers, scientists, accountants,
writers, engineers, editors, and artists will use
computers in their work.

f. Evaluate ways in which governmental agen-
cies, including police departments, health and ,

welfare agencies, tax assessors' offices, the
Internal Revenue Service, add so forth, use
computers.

g. Summarize aspects of modern life that would
not be possible without the use of computers.

h. Evaluate the impact of computers on the
workplace.

3. History of Coktputers and Computes
a. Describe the origins of onumber systems that

are related to computing.
b. Describethe development of calcatitig machines.
e. Summarize the principal differences between

generations of computers.
d. Identify individuals who made kcy.contribu-

tions to the development of computers.
e. Evaluate the trends in computer develop-

ment, and predict what computers will be like
and used for.

4. Technological Consumer Skins'
a. Develop and use evaluat on tools for compu-

ter softsiare.
b. Develop and use evaluation tools for compu-

ter hardware.
c. evaluate the usefulness of specific hardware

in the home.
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tor

d. Identify appropriate and inappropriate uses
of computers.

S. Vocational/Career Information
a. ,Describe occupations that use computers as

tools.
b. Describe occupations specifically connected

to computers and computing such as pro-
grammer, software engineer, reOir techni-

d

4m.

20

chin, systems analyst, computer operator,
and data entry technician,

c. Evaluate the educational qualifications re-
quired for various computer-related occupa-
tions.

d. Evaluate and predict the impact of computers
on the workplace in terms of organization of
work and job skill requirements.
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